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Abstract

Voice command system in multi-room smart homes for assisting people in loss of autonomy in their daily activities faces several challenges, one of which being the distant condition which impacts the ASR system performance. This paper presents an approach to improve voice command recognition at the decoding level by using multiple sources and model adaptation. The method has been tested on data recorded with 11 elderly and visually impaired participants in a real smart home. The results show an error rate of 3.2% in off-line condition and of 13.2% in on-line condition.

Index Terms: Multi-Channel ASR, Real-Time Audio Analysis, Applications of speech technology for AAL

1. Introduction

Many developed countries are in a demographic transition which will bring the large amount of baby boomers from full-time workers to full-time pensioners. These persons are likely to live longer than the previous generation but societies have to deal with the rising budgetary costs of ageing (health and financial support as well as ensuring a good quality of life). One of the first wishes of this population is to live in their own home as comfortably and safely as their autonomy decreases. Anticipating and responding to the needs of persons with loss of autonomy with Information and communications technology (ICT) is known as ambient assisted living (AAL). In this domain, the development of smart homes is seen as a promising way of achieving in-home daily assistance [1]. However, given the diverse profiles of the users (e.g., low/high technical skill, disabilities, etc.), complex interfaces should be avoided. Nowadays, one of the best interfaces, is the voice-user interface (VUI), whose technology has reached a stage of maturity and that provides interaction using natural language so that the user does not have to learn complex computing procedures [2]. Moreover, it is well adapted to people with reduced mobility and to some emergency situations (handsfree and distant interaction).

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) in a domestic environment has recently gained interest in the speech processing community [3]. There is a rising number of smart home projects that considers speech recognition in their design [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However, though VUIs are frequently employed in close domains (e.g., smart phone) there are still important challenges to overcome [14]. Indeed, the task imposes several constraints to the speech technology: 1) distant speech condition, 2) handsfree interaction, 3) affordable by people with limited financial means, 4) real-time, 5) respect of privacy. Moreover, such technology must be validated in real situations (i.e., real smart home and users).

In this paper, we present an approach to provide voice command in a multi-room smart home for seniors and people with visual impairment. In our approach, we address the problem by using several mono-microphones set in the ceiling, selecting the “best” sources and employing a double ASR decoding and voice command matching. This approach has been chosen against noise source separation which can be highly computational expensive, are sensitive to sample synchronisation problem (which cannot be assumed with non professional devices) and are still not solved in real uncontrolled condition. Hand free interaction is ensured by constant keyword detection. Indeed, the user must be able to command the environment without having to wear a specific device for physical interaction (e.g., a remote control too far from the user when needed). Though microphones in a home is a real breach of privacy, by contrast to current smart-phones, we address the problem using an in-home ASR engine rather than a cloud based one (private conversations do not go outside the home). Moreover, the limited vocabulary ensures that only speech relevant for the command of the home is correctly decoded. Finally, another strength of the approach is to have been evaluated with real users in realistic uncontrolled condition. The paper is organised as follow. Section 2 presents the method set for multi-channel speech recognition in the home. Section 3, present the experimentation and the results. The results of the proposed methods are discussed in Section 4.

2. Method

Recall that the multi-source voice command recognition is to be performed in the context of a smart home which is equipped with microphones set into the ceiling (c.f. Figure 1). The audio processing task is to recognize predefined sentences that correspond either to a home automation command or to a distress call. The audio module should not process other private conversations. Once a command is recognized (e.g., “turn on the light”), it is sent to a intelligent controller [15] which manages the home automation system (e.g., light up the lamp the closest

$^{1}$Another big challenge is the ability to work in noisy condition but this not the focus of this paper, see [3] for details

$^{2}$Note that as any assistive technology, the intrusiveness of an ICT can be accepted if the benefit is worth it
The general architecture of the audio processing [16] is shown in Figure 1. Several microphones are set in the ceiling of several rooms. The microphone data are continuously acquired and sound events are detected on the fly by using a wavelet decomposition and an adaptive thresholding strategy [17]. Sound events are then classified as noise or speech and, in the latter case, sent to an ASR system. The answer of the ASR is then sent to the intelligent controller, which thanks to the context (the other information available through the home automation system) makes a context aware decision.

In this paper, we focus on the ASR system and present different strategies to improve the recognition rate of the voice commands. For the reason emphasized in the introduction, the methods do not concentrate on enhancement of the signal but on the use of a priori information at the language level to generate the hypothesis the most consistent with the task as well as the most relevant available channels. The remaining of this section presents the methods employed at the acoustic and decoding level.

2.1. The acoustic modeling

The Kaldi speech recognition tool-kit [18] was chosen as ASR system. Kaldi is an open-source state-of-the-art ASR system with a high number of tools and a strong support from the community. In the experiments, the models are context-dependent classical three-state left-right HMMs. Acoustic features are based on mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, 13 MFCC-features coefficients are first extracted and then expanded with delta and double delta features and energy (40 features). Acoustic models are composed of 11,000 context-dependent states and 150,000 Gaussians. The state tying is performed using a decision tree based on automatically phonetic question. In addition, off-line fMLLR linear transformation acoustic adaptation is performed.

The acoustic models were trained on 500 hours of transcribed French speech composed of the ESTER 1&2 (broadcast news and conversational speech recorder on the radio) and REPERE (TV news and talk-shows) challenges as well as from 7 hours of transcribed French speech from 60 speakers interacting in the smart home [19], called SH (SWEET-HOME) in the text.

2.1.1. Subspace GMM Acoustic Modelling

The GMM and Subspace GMM (SGMM) both model emission probability of each HMM state with a Gaussian mixture model, but in the SGMM approach, the Gaussian means and the mixture component weights are generated from the phonetic and speaker subspaces along with a set of weight projections. The SGMM model [20] is described in the following equations:

\[
p(x|j) = \sum_{m=1}^{M_j} \sum_{i=1}^{I_j} \omega_{jm} \mathcal{N}(x; \mu_{jm}, \Sigma_i),
\]

where \( x \) denotes the feature vector, \( j \in \{1...J\} \) is the HMM state, \( i \) is the Gaussian index, \( m \) is the substate and \( \omega_{jm} \) is the substate weight. Each state \( j \) is associated to a vector \( \mathbf{w}_{jm} \in \mathbb{R}^{S} \) (\( S \) is the phonetic subspace dimension) which derives the means, \( \mu_{jm} \) and mixture weights, \( \omega_{jm} \) and it has a shared number of Gaussians, \( I \). The phonetic subspace \( M_{ir} \), weight projections \( \mathbf{w}_{jm} \) and covariance matrices \( \Sigma_i \), i.e, the globally shared parameters \( \Phi_j = \{M_{ir}, \mathbf{w}_{jm}, \Sigma_i\} \) are common across all states. These parameters can be shared and estimated over multiple record conditions.

A generic mixture of \( I \) gaussians, denoted as Universal Background Model (UBM), models all the speech training data for the initialization of the SGMM.

Our experiments involved obtaining SGMM shared parameters using both SWEET-HOME data (7h) and clean data (500h). In the GMM system, the two training data set are just merged in a single one. [21] shows that the model is also effective with large amounts of training data. We propose to train a classical SGMM system using all the data to train the UBM (1K gaussians). In the experiments, this SGMM model is named SGMM1. In a second way, two UBM are trained respectively on SWEET-HOME data and clean data. The two obtained UBMs contain 1K gaussians and are merged into a single one merged down to 1K gaussian (closest Gaussians pairs are merged [22]), this SGMM is named SGMM2. The aim is to bias specifically the acoustic model with the smart home conditions.

2.2. Spoken Keyword Spotting

The problem of recognizing voice commands with a predefined grammar but not other conversation can be seen as a spoken keyword spotting problem. Given the uncertainty of the ASR system output, spoken keyword spotting has mainly been addressed by searching instances of particular keywords in the ASR set of hypotheses or lattice obtained after processing an utterance [23]. In this work, we use the method of Can and Saracağlar [24] for Spoken Term Detection (STD) from the ASR decoding lattice of an utterance. In this approach, the lattice is transformed into a deterministic weighted Finite State Transducer (FST) called Timed Factor Transducer (TFT) embedding informations for the detection (utterance ID, start and end time and posterior score). A search of a string \( X \) in a speech utterance is then a composition of the automaton representation of \( X \) and the TFT to give the resulting transducer \( R \) which contains all the possible successful detections and their posterior probability. The interest of such approach is the fact that search complexity is linear and that performing several searches in a same utterance can be done with the same TFT. Moreover, the FST formalism makes filtering with a predefined grammar easy by using the composition operator.

2.3. Multi-channel decoding

Previously, we presented at the decoding level, a novel version of the Driven Decoding Algorithm allowing to guide a channel by an other one [25]. In this work, we propose to combine channels using the FST framework. For this, the two best
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Figure 2: Multi-channel fusion: vocal orders are recognized from the union of the two streams lattices: "Nestor open the blind".

SNR channels are decoded. After the decoding the channel lat-
tices are combined using Minimum Bayes Risk decoding as proposed in [26]. The relative contribution of individual latt-
eses is weighted according the SNR (70% for the best channel: log of the weight is subtracted from the total backward score). This method allows one to merge the information from the two streams at graph level. The applied strategy used a dynamic selection by using the two best channels for each utterance to decode (i.e. having the highest SNR). The multi-channel sys-
tem is showed in Figure 2.

2.4. Detection of voice commands

We propose to transcribe each voice command and ASR output into a phoneme graph in which each path corresponds to a vari-
ant of pronunciation. For each phonetized ASR output $T$, every voice commands $H$ is aligned to $T$ using Levenshtein distance. The deletion, insertion and substitution costs were computed empirically while the cumulative distance $\gamma(i, j)$ between $H_j$ and $T_i$ is given by Equation 1.

$$\gamma(i, j) = d(T_i, H_j) + \min\{\gamma(i - 1, j - 1), \gamma(i - 1, j), \gamma(i, j - 1)\} \quad (1)$$

The voice command with the aligned symbols score is then selected for decision according a detection threshold. This ap-

approach takes into account some recognition errors like word endings or light variations. Moreover, in a lot of cases, a miss-decoded word is phonetically close to the good one (due to the close pronunciation). From this the DER (Domotic Error Rate i.e., home automation error rate) is defined as:

$$\text{DER} = \frac{\text{Missed} + \text{False Alarms}}{\text{Voice Commands}_{\text{syntactically correct}}} \quad (2)$$

For the DER, the ground truth is the number of uttered voice commands respecting the grammar. I.e., the utterances where the person’s intention was to utter an order but was not following the voice command syntax were not considered as a true voice commands. The Missed correspond to the true voice commands not recognized and the False Alarms to sound events incorrectly classified as voice commands.

3. Experimentation and results

3.1. Live Experiment

An experiment was run in the DOMUS smart home which is part of the experimentation platform of the LIG laboratory. This is a four-room flat (see Figure 1) equipped with home automa-
tion system and with 7 microphones set in the ceiling for audio

analysis. A communication device was also present to allow video-conferencing. The SWEET-HOME system consisted in the PATSH software presented in Section 2 which was continu-
ously analysing the audio streams to detect voice commands [27] and an intelligent controller [15] in charge of executing the correct action (e.g., lighting the lamp, or giving the temperature using TTS) based on these voice commands.

Each participant, had to follow 4 successive scenarios whose topic was: 1) ‘finishing breakfast and going out’, 2) ‘coming back from shopping and cleaning’, 3) ‘communicat-
ing with a relative’, and 4) ‘waiting for friends’. Each of these scenarios was designed to last between 5 to 10 minutes but there was no constraint on the execution time. Scenario 1 and 2 were designed to make the user performing daily activities while ut-
tering voice commands. The participant was provided with a list of actions to perform and voice commands to utter. Each participant had to use vocal orders to turn the light on or off, open or close blinds, ask about temperature and ask to call his or her relative.

Six seniors and five people with visual impairment were re-
cruited. The seniors (81.2 years old (SD=5.8)) were women liv-
ing alone in an independent non-hospitalised accommodation. The focus of study was to target seniors who where in the edge of losing some autonomy not seniors who have lost complete autonomy. In other words, we sought seniors who were still able to make a choice regarding how the technology could help them in case of any physical degradation. The visual impaired category (62.2 (SD=6.9) years old, 3 were women) was composed of adult people living either single or as couple and whose handicap was acquired after their childhood. No upper age limit was given. They were not blind and can see but with very low visual acuity.

3.1.1. Voice orders

Possible voice orders were defined using a very simple gram-
mar which was built after a study revealing that targeted users prefer precise short sentences over more natural long sentences [2], more details about are given in [27]. As shown below, each order belongs to either initiate command or emergency call. Ev-

every command starts with an optional key-word (e.g. ‘Nestor’) to make clear whether the person is talking to the smart home or not. Some basic commands are then ‘Nestor allume lumière’ ‘turn on the light’ or ‘Nestor quelle est la température’ ‘what is the temperature’:

```text
set an actuator on/off: key initiateCommand object (e.g., Nestor close the window)
emergency call: key emergencyCommand (e.g., Nestor au secours)
```

3.1.2. Acquired data

During the experiment, audio data were recorded in two ways. Firstly, the 7-channel raw audio stream was stored for each par-
ticipant for further analysis. Secondly, audio events were auto-

matically extracted by the PATSH software on the fly. Some of the events were missed or discarded and some of the de-
tected speech events were misclassified as everyday life sound, and some noise were misclassified as speech (bell ring, music, motor). In the later case, these non-speech events were sent to the ASR. These two speech data sets (manual vs. PATSH segmentation) were transcribed using transcriber [28]. For the PATSH data set, there are 617 uttered sentences. 291 were home automation orders (46%), 66 (10%) were actually gener-
ated by the speech synthesizer, 10% were noise occurrences wrongly classified as speech and 250 were other spontaneous speech (42%), mostly during the video-conferencing with a relative). Only 29 speech utterances were missed (4%), but 85 of the detected ones were rejected (14%) either because their SNR was below 0dB or because they were out of the acceptable duration range (2.2 seconds). Therefore, 18% of the utterances were not treated by the system. The recorded audio data are summarized Table 1.

### 3.2. Off-line experiments

The methods presented in Section 2 were run on the data set presented Table 1. Regarding S11, PATSH crashed in the middle of the experiment and due to time constraints S11 data was not considered in the study. Therefore 550 sentences (2559 words) including 250 orders, questions and distress calls (937 words) were used. Two acoustic models were used: AM (500h) and AM (500h+SH, were SH = SWEET-HOME data), speaker adaptation was provided by fMLLR using the text read by each speaker. The two versions of the Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models (SGMM1 and 2 cf. Section 2.1.1) were also applied to all different combinations. For the decoding, a 2-gram language model (LM) with a 10K lexicon was used. It results from the interpolation of a generic LM and a specialized LM. The generic LM was estimated on about 1000M of words from the French newspapers Le Monde and Gigaword, and the broadcast news manuscript provided during the ESTER campaign. The specialized LM was estimated from the grammar and from the transcript of the 60 speakers, containing voice commands and casual speech. All the methods were run on the transcribed data (manually annotated) and on the PATSH data (automatically segmented). We present the keyword spotting approach in order to show that a conventional approach is limited because of language variations introduced by the protagonists (i.e. home automation commands are rarely pronounced correctly).

Results on manually annotated data are given Table 2. The most important performance measures are the Word Error Rate (WER) of the overall decoded speech and those of the specific voice commands as well as the Domotic Error Rate (DER: cf. equation 2).

It can be noticed that most of the improvement is brought by the use of fMLLR and the use of data adapted to the acoustic environment (the SH dataset). The WER obtained from the overall speech goes from 59.8 to 35.7. But most of this reduction is driven by the dramatic decrease of error in the voice command decoding. It starts from 32.9% for the baseline, and is reduced to 22.8% with the use of an acoustic model adapted to the smart home and to 14.0% thanks to speaker adaptation. Best results, WER=10.1%, DER=3.2%, are obtained by using SGMM applied to the 2 best channels (i.e., those with utterances with the highest SNR). However given the rather low number of test items results in a ±1.2% uncertainty interval. The improvement brought by the multi-channel decoding is below the significance level.

Regarding the data set extracted by PATSH. The original ASR performance with a decoding on only one channel [27] was WER=43.2%, DER=41% while the ASR using AM (500h+SH), SAT + fMLLR, SGMM2 gave WER=49%, DER=13.6% on an only channel and WER=49.0%, DER=13.2% on 2 channels. The most important contribution to the DER is due to missed speech utterances at the detection or speech/sound discrimination level. Therefore this is a very significant improvement from the experimental condition.

### 4. Discussion

Efficient on-line recognition of voice command is mandatory for the dissemination of in-home VUI. This task must address many challenges such as distant speech recognition and respect for privacy. Moreover, such technology must be evaluated in realistic conditions. In this paper, we showed that a careful selection of the best channel as well as good adaptation to the environmental and acoustic characteristics increase dramatically the voice command classification performance. In the manual segmentation, SGMM acoustic model learned from data previously acquired in the smart home as well as fMLLR diminish the DER from 20.8% to 3.2% surpassing more standard methods such as keyword spotting. In the recognition task based on the PATSH detection and discrimination, the best technique (2-channel SGMM, FMLLR) shows a rise of DER to 13.2%. This can be explained by the imperfect detection, segmentation and classification of the system. Indeed, some sentences were missing or split in two parts (e.g., ‘Nestor light the lamp’ → ‘Nestor’ then ‘light the lamp’). Hesitations in real speech are natural but it is still unclear whether they are going to be frequent in real use or due to the experimental condition (people must learn the grammar).

Despite these progresses, there are still improvements to be performed. Indeed, in the experiment, people regularly deviated from the grammar (e.g., adding politeness terms or reformulation) and did not like the predefined chosen keyword. An interesting research direction would be to adapt the language model to the words a user ‘naturally’ utters in different situations, hence learning the grammar from the data rather than imposing a grammar. An other direction would be to exploit the smart-home capacity of sensing the environment to provide context-aware ASR. Finally, we are in the process of releasing the data used in this experiment to support the development of in-home assistive speech technology [19].
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